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I. Introduction 

Kazuo Ishiguro (1954-) is one of the most influencing writers of post-world war era. He is very much 

influenced by the phenomenon of ‘memory boom’- a revitalized engagement with memory studies which occupied 

the closing decades of the 20th century. Ishiguro’s style bends the realm of memory and its peculiarities to suit his 

narratives. In an interview Kazuo reflects on his engagement with mnemonic technique (use of memory as a 

device): 

…a scene pulled from the narrator’s memory is blurred at the edges, layered with all sorts of 

emotions, and open to manipulation. You’re not just telling the reader: “this-and-this 

happened.” You’re also raising questions like: why has she remembered this event just at this 

point?...In, say, The Remains of the Day,memory was something to be searched through very 

warily for those crucial wrong turns, for those sources of regret and remorse. (Interview) 

The Remains of the Day (1989) his third novel, is one of the best of Kazuo Ishiguro’s Fiction. It went on 

to bag the Booker the following year. The narrator- protagonist Stevens is a butler by profession. In another 

interview conducted by Susannah Hunnewell Ishiguro acknowledges his debt to Woodhouse’s character “Jeeves”-

an ideal valet to Mr. Bertie Wooster- a clumsy and reckless Englishman. The novel is his journal maintained 

during his preparation and subsequent execution of a motoring-trip through the West Countryside of England. It 

is perhaps for the first time in his entire life -professional as well as personal (though it gets exceedingly tough to 

differentiate between the two) that he is able to put aside some time to pen his thoughts. Most of the content of 

the entries are memories post engagement with his job. 

This paper limits the enquiry into Stevens’ character both personal and professional with respect to his 

father. Stevens with all his faults and blemishes represents a unique human instinct- if not normal- of preferring 

to be rather to become1.  

Stevens is an aging butler, a part and parcel of the Darlington Hall, an English Mansion. The mansion 

once belonged to a Nazi-sympathizer, one Lord Darlington. Now the ownership had slipped into the hands of an 

American businessman Mr. Farraday. The American had bought the property and its staffs in order to satisfy his 

fancy of owning a mansion having a thorough English heritage and showing it off to his acquaintances. His entries 

cover a period of six days. He takes his leave and experiences a world out of Lord Darlington’s books which he 

had been reading for ages. He makes passing reference to one Miss Kenton, the former housekeeper and wishes 

to see her at the end of the trip as he will be driving by her domicile. Stevens witness a lot of things. And 

surprisingly everything relates back to either Lord Darlington or Mr. Stevens senior or Miss Kenton. The readers 

realise that Stevens is a heavily flawed character. He has waded so deep into the waters of his profession that he 

has completely lost sight of the shore of his personal being and time: “In Stevens' case this phenomenon is rooted 

in a fear of losing control, an obsession with work tied in with an ambition to have no feelings.” (Netzberger, 
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6)Stevens’ father Mr. Stevens senior too was a butler. He has been awed by the image of his father so much so 

that he has moulded his mind into believing that it is the only possible form of existence. For such a great and 

dignified image he sacrifices his private life, his love and after all his father. The novel ends with an evening after 

a very sentimental meeting with Miss Kenton. What lies ahead of Stevens is merely the remains of the day spent- 

well or not. Stevens journeys into his own heart of self-deceptive darkness.  

 

II. Stevens: The Professional 

Stevens makes sure that he is a butler after his father’s image: becoming one leaves the option of an 

otherwise personal life. Stevens had served Lord Darlington about whom he cherishes a very high and equally 

personal opinion. To him Lord Darlington is the epitome of English gentlemanliness. The greatness of his previous 

employer is time and again referred to in the journal. Even in times of distress and agony Stevens had stood by 

him and sacrificed the last bit of personal space in order to accommodate the entirety of Lord Darlington’s 

endeavours to bring the Germans and the British together to fight of the threat of Communism in Europe. But 

even when his American employer Mr. Farraday is unable to comprehend half of Stevens’s witty remarks in 

response to his own bantering the latter’ s unnatural restrain in referring to the lack of wit in his new employer 

consolidates his professionalism at its peak. 

Over the following days, I came to learn not to be surprised by such remarks from my employer, 

and would smile in the correct manner whenever I detected the bantering tone in his voice 

(Ishiguro, 16) 

This brags of his efforts to live up to his employer’s wishes and whims. Stevens hones is personality to perfectly 

complement his employer, no matter what. Broadly speaking he refrains from comparing his owners- a Lord to a 

“Mr.” But as an individual who is keeping a journal, meant for his private read why bother to exercise such 

extremity of restraint in expressing himself? 

This is where the narrator starts losing credibility. The reader sees him as one who is lying to oneself. 

The reason is not explicitly stated but hinted at by Ishiguro by the dint of his excellent craftsmanship in detailing 

the memories of Stevens.  

Stevens often tends to repeat himself. He emphasises one fact to the point of it sounding very similar to 

a thought out and rehearsed excuse. Stevens recollects his meetings with his former acquaintances Mr. Harry 

Graham who was the valet-butler to Sir James Chambers. Sir James regularly paid his visit to his friend Lord 

Darlington. He was faithfully accompanied by Mr. Graham. Stevens had apparently befriended Graham with 

whom he had engaged in “some of the most stimulating and intelligent debates on every aspect of our vocation.” 

( Ishiguro, 31) and always looked forward to his visits. A couple of months before Stevens journal commences 

Sir James minus his valet-butler had dropped by for old time’s sake. It is not unnatural on the part of Stevens to 

get upset in knowing of Mr. Graham’s dismissal. But instead of directly venting his emotions Stevens tries to 

justify his concern for Mr. Graham as a mere loss of a human resource relating to professional opinions: 

I presumed that Mr. Graham would accompany Sit James as of old, and I would thus be able to 

get his opinion on the question of bantering. I was then both surprised and disappointed to 

discover a day before the visit that Sir James would be coming alone….I must say, I was rather 

disappointed, for I would like to have discussed the bantering question with him. (Ishiguro, 20) 

One is baffled by the narrator’s statements. Stevens could have easily got hold of some opinions from his other 

butlers who visited. Why could he not give in to the fact that he missed Graham? Stevens is incapable of showing 

emotion under any circumstances. The fact that Stevens dedicates sixteen pages debating both sides of the issue 

of dignity and greatness in his profession raises a reading eye-brow. The obsession is evident from a normal frame 

of reference.  

His journal is more of an attempt to deceive his own self into holding firm conviction towards his actions 

and reassert time and again his career as a butler to be of the most important. Stevens seems to champion the 

Prachettian philosophy: personal is not the same as important. The ‘why’ of such action on Stevens’s part can be 

traced back to the ‘image’ of his father Stevens senior.  

 

III. Stevens Senior: The Professional 

Stevens refer to his father for the first time in his journal as he is enthusiastically discussing the issue of 

‘greatness’ relating at first to Great Britain and then to the idea of a ‘great butler.’ (Ishiguro, 36) Here he recounts 

in his signature poised prose the memories associated with his father. Stevens senior preceded the narrator in his 

profession. His older brother Leonard being killed in the South African War Stevens followed his father into 

joining under him as a footman and then moving onto serving Mr. and Mrs. Muggeridge as a butler. 

Somewhere in his attempt to become a ‘great butler’ Stevens had become the shadow of his employer his lordship 

Lord Darlington. Lacking the scope of impact and/or influence of the Lord, Stevens has imbibed and retained his 

style and mannerism even when the latter is dead and gone. This is indirectly induced by the image of a ‘great 

butler’ built into the consciousness of Stevens by his own father.  For his father as well as the Hayes Society (a 

posh guild for the butlers serving the elite families of 1920s England), ‘dignity in keeping with his position’ was 
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of prime concern. Stevens describes his father: “…my father not only manifests, but comes close to being the 

personification itself of what the Hayes Society terms “dignity in keeping with his position””( Ishiguro, 42) 

Stevens senior had encountered two situations himself and was aware of another legend to that effect. Odeh very 

accurately points out these three instances in her paper mapping the theme of dignity in The Remains of the Day 

(1989). 

Stevens senior brags about the tale of a butler serving his employer in India. Incidentally one afternoon 

he discovers a tiger under the dining table which was about to be used for the evening gathering. In order to keep 

his employer out of panic and harm he coughs a little the latter’s attention. He tells him “I am very sorry sir, there 

appears to be a tiger … perhaps you will permit the twelve bores to be used.”(Ishiguro, 36)Next he plainly fetches 

the gun, shoots the tiger and cleans of the mess without any further ruckus.  

In another instance Stevens’ father when he served Mr. John Silvers, was asked by his employer to drive 

his guest around the local villages. The two apparent gentlemen had consumed enough liquor to dissolve their 

masks of etiquettes. They had started verbally abusing him and his employer. Stevens senior had shown 

remarkable calmness until his employer’s good name had been called to question. He had stopped the car and held 

open the back door indicating the guests to get off immediately. The “dark and severe” presence of a six feet tall 

person silently waiting by the door had squeezed apologies out of the drunk guests. The whole incident had taken 

place without a single word being uttered by Mr. Stevens senior.  

Silence is therefore a very dangerous weapon. This is where Ishiguro invokes the Pinter-Beckett tradition 

of using silence as a brilliantly dangerous weapon. When used with a knife-edge of precision it tends to hack 

through in one go the bulk of language and expression put together. Stevens has cultivated this very uncanny trait 

of storing his thoughts within himself come what may. Therefore when he is able to put pen to paper, a single 

day’s entry spans over fifty pages. 

The third incident from his father’s life is the most grievous of all the three. Stevens’ brother Leonard 

was killed needlessly if not infamously in a battle when he took orders to rampage through a civilian Boer 

settlement. The general to command his brother’s regiment was court martialled. He could only cling to his job 

by the emergency aids from his powerful allies in the army. This very general happened to visit Mr John Silver. It 

was a nerve racking experience for Stevens senior to serve the one who was solely responsible for his older son’ 

death. Neglecting Mr. Silver’s request of taking a leave he had simply chose to provide uninterrupted service.  

This focuses on his underlying attitude towards his profession. A father would definitely want an explanation, or 

apology if not revenge. But a dignified butler is to serve his employer and his guest under the most trying of 

circumstances. Stevens senior maintained and lived his opinion: “any dignified butler is brave and able to solve 

any problems without distractions.” ( Odeh, 6) 

 

IV. Father and Son 

All of these he had recounted to young Stevens which has bricked is emotions into confinement and 

constructed an identity of an ideal butler- one which young Stevens thought his father was. He simply wanted to 

be as ‘great’ as his own father.  But unfortunately the image had prevailed over the actual person.  

It is of little importance whether or not this story is true; the significant thing is, of course, what 

it reveals concerning my father’s ideals. For when I look back over his career, I can see with 

hindsight that he must have striven throughout his years somehow to become the butler of his 

story. (Ishiguro, 37) 

Stevens had taken after his father in every respect. During his confrontations with the general insults and 

gossips about to his former employer his journal betrays a great amount of discomfort but in person expresses 

none. Rather he steers the topic or simply denies having worked for him in order to avoid further discussion. This 

is odd because he is supposed to stand up for Lord Darlington as per his father’s ways. He doesn’t do so not 

because he tries to sever all ties with his maligned name but because he still believes in Darlington’s profundity 

and waits for people to acknowledge it in due time. After all he is the best in waiting a table and in this case the 

time of an idea.  

Stevens closes his long and detailed discussion on the question of “dignity in keeping with his position” 

relating to his job with a few resolute and conclusive remarks. It is to be noted that these inferences drawn by 

Stevens does not strictly arise from his own experiences but from his father’s as mentioned above.  

Dignity has to do crucially with a butler’s ability not to abandon the professional being he 

inhabits. Lesser butlers will abandon their profession being for the private one at the least 

provocation. For such persons, being a butler is like playing some pantomime role; a small push, 

a slight stumble, and the façade will drop off the reveal the actor beneath. The great butlers are 

great by virtue of their ability to inhabit their professional role and inhabit it to the utmost; they 

will not be shaken out by external events, however surprising, alarming or vexing. They wear 

their professionalism as a decent gentleman will wear his suit; he will not let ruffian or 

circumstances tear it off him in public gaze; he will discard it when, and only when, he wills to 
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do so, and this will invariably be when he is entirely alone. It is, as I say, a matter of dignity. 

(Ishiguro, 44) 

 Seymour Chatman opines, “A narrative text contains within itself, explicitly or implicitly, information 

about how to read it.” (Chatman, 83) One might identify the above extract from his journal as the key to Stevens’s 

characteristic unreliability. The character of Stevens is a walking rather waiting paradox. He is the most reliable 

person in his employer’s household. If his profession has really won over his personal space he ought to have 

been the most reliable of the narrators ever created (as per his professional skill is concerned).But his self-induced 

unreliability laughs at either of the two- his profession or his person. 

The only conversation of Stevens with his father is enough evidence to the above detailed discussion. 

Stevens senior having retired from his previous job had joined as an under-butler to his own son at the Darlington 

Hall. He shows absentmindedness with his daily chores. To make a long recollection short, Stevens senior trips 

on some flagstones with a fully laden breakfast tray. This is very natural to his seventy second year of life. Stevens 

demotes him to perform tasks for which his father was over-qualified. The encounter with his father is almost 

military grade formality which is enough the alarm the readers. Example of such a curt exchange between a father 

and a son follows: 

‘I have come here to relate something to you, Father.’ 

‘Then relate it briefly and concisely…Come to the point then and be done with it. Some 

of us has work to be getting on with.’ 

…Father has become increasingly infirm. So much so that the duties of the under-butler are 

beyond his capabilities…He represents an ever-present threat to the smooth running of the 

household … 

…There was still no trace of emotion discernable in is expression and his hands on the back of 

the chair appeared perfectly relaxed. (Ishiguro 68-69) 

This is very unbecoming of a father-son relationship. However big the idea of his father was, Stevens paid little 

concern for the actual human being. One may argue that it is his innate inability to express which he had so fondly 

nurtured within his consciousness. But it is unpardonable to run about fetching doctors for the Lord’s guest while 

his own father was breathing his last. Hiis father was longing for his son by his death-bed. He repeated his words, 

“I hope, I have been a good father to you”. To which Stevens repeated his own. “…I am so glad you are feeling 

better now.” (101)  Stevens had then excused himself to cater to Lord Darlington’s guests downstairs. Miss Kenton 

had to close Stevens’ senior eyes. Shamelessly enough Steven goes on to reflect, “I did perhaps display, in the 

face of everything, at least in some modest degree a ‘dignity’…whenever I recall that evening today, I find I do 

so with a large sense of triumph.” (Ishiguro, 115) This elevating sense of triumph prevails throughout the 

recollections. It is evident that Stevens could not shake off the fourth temptation (reference to Murder in the 

Cathedral by T. S. Eliot). To gain dignity among his colleagues through self-inflicted agony (to attain glory 

through martyrdom) was the biggest temptation for Stevens to which he succumbs.   

 

V. Conclusion 

Wijesinha reflects on Ishiguro’s novels that they are “extraordinarily bleak.” He explains the bleakness 

with virtual isolation, troubled or complete absence of communication and brief phases of companionship. Every 

character has their own set patterns of priorities, frames of reference over which they seem to be brooding inwardly 

throughout their timed encounter with a reading eye. Stevens has numerous flaws which holds on to the interest 

of the readers. He is devoid of any father-fixation as one might wonder. He is rather addicted to believing and 

remaining the same- an image of his father. His memories and his style of recollection gives him away to the 

readers. The character of Stevens is more of a warning than a study. The author warns us of the extremities or 

absolutisms. Indeed too much of anything- even an idea- is simply wrong. Stevens, his unreliability apart does 

claim credibility to his existence in real life. One cannot simply rule out the thought that someone somewhere 

would resemble him in matters of mannerism and compulsive decorum.  Therefore the author is simply providing 

his readers with a nadir of stoicism verging onto ruthlessness the artificial sense of dignity can drive a man to 

achieve. Considering Kazuo Ishiguro’s impact on the last four decades and his contribution to contemporary 

literature, “one is perhaps acknowledging too that the world seems to have grown darker.” (Wijesinha, 208) 

 

VI. Limitations and Suggestions 

 The Nietzschean concept of becoming as opposed to being will be farther explored with a view to another 

major character Miss Kenton in subsequent endeavours. There is also a questionable sense of triumph on the part 

of Stevens which surfaces after every single battle Stevens’ professionalism had won over his emotions. His 

tireless devotion to work lends him a false sense of security niched amidst his garb of dignity cut from the fabric 

of his father’s image is worthy of detailed enquiry.  
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     Notes 

1. Friedrich Nietzsche supported Greek philosopher Heraclitus’s description of ‘being’ being “an empty 

fiction.” The chaotic reality of the world was in a perpetual state of flux and ‘becoming’. This state 

revokes any absolutism of subject and object. Therefore ‘being’ for Nietzsche was not only a false notion 

but a “necessary mistakes which consciousness and language employ in order to interpret the chaos of 

the state of becoming.” It is very similar to the functioning of our memory w. r. t.  schema: effort after 

meaning. 
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